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University of Stavanger
Ullandhaug Campus

- 1200 administration, faculty and service staff
- 8950 students

- 43 Bachelor programmes
- 40 two-year Master programmes
- 11 PhD programmes
University of Stavanger

4 faculties:

- Faculty of Arts and Education
- Faculty of Science and Technology
- Faculty of Social Sciences
- Museum of Archaeology
Faculty of Arts and Education (6)

- Centre for Reading Research
- Centre for Behavioural Research
- Department of Music and Dance
- Department of Cultural Studies and Languages
- Department of Early Childhood Education
- Department of Education
Faculty of Social Sciences (5)

- Norwegian School of Hotel Management
- UiS Business School
- Department of Media, Culture and Social Sciences
- Department of Social Studies
- Department of Health Studies
Faculty of Science and Technology (5)

- Department of Mathematics and Natural Sciences
- Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
- Department of Petroleum Engineering
- Department of Mechanical and Structural Engineering and Materials Sciences
- Department of Industrial Economics, Risk Management and Planning
R&D-centre

- International Research Institute of Stavanger - IRIS
- Centre for Entrepreneurial Activities
- Stavanger Centre for Innovation Research
- Centre for Sustainable Energy Solutions (cenSE)
- Norwegian Centre for Offshore Wind Energy (NORCOWE) with CM Research as chair
- Centre for Increased Oil Recovery – COREC
- Risavika Gas Centre
- Centre for Risk Management and Societal Safety – SEROS
- Centre for Industrial Asset Management – CIAM
- Stavanger Acute Medicine Foundation for Education and Research (SAFER)
- Centre for Organelle Research (CORE)
- Centre for Sick Leave and Occupational Rehabilitation (PRESENTER)
- Centre for Behavioural Research
- The Reading Centre
- Centre for Drilling and Wells for improved Recovery (SBBU)
Doctoral Programmes - PhD

- PhD in Offshore technology
- PhD in Petroleum technology
- PhD in Risk Management and Societal Safety
- PhD in Special Needs Education
- PhD in Management, Economy and Travel
- PhD in Information Technology
- PhD in Biological Chemistry
- PhD in Literacy Studies
- PhD in Mathematics and Physics
- PhD in Health and Medicine
- PhD in Sociology, Social work, Culture and Society
Degree Programmes at UiS in English

- M.Sc. in Petroleum Engineering
- M.Sc. in Offshore Technology
- M.Sc. in Environmental Technology
- M.Sc. in Biological Chemistry
- M.Sc. in Computer Science
- M.Sc. in Environmental Monitoring and Nature Management in the Northern Oil and Gas Producing Regions
- M.Sc. in International Hotel and Tourism Leadership
- M.A. in Literacy Studies
- M.A in Musical Performance (Classical)
- Joint Master in Migration and Intercultural Relations
- Music Production and Recording
Exchange Programmes at UiS in English

- International Hotel and Tourism Leadership (master level)
- Nursing
- Business Administration and Hotel and Tourism Management
- English Language, Literature and Culture
- Comparative Educational Studies
- Music Performance
- Computer Science (master level)
- Mechanical and Civil Engineering (master level)
- Natural Science and Mathematics (master level)
- Industrial Economics, Risk Management and Planning (master level)
- Petroleum Engineering (master level)
Student exchange agreements in USA

- University of Alaska Anchorage
- University of Wisconsin-Platteville
- University of California, Berkeley
- Florida International University
- San Diego State University
- California State University
- New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
- State University of New York College at Brockport
- University of Minnesota University of California
- Davis Augustana College
- Chapman University
- Texas A&M University, College Station
Co-publication partners in USA

- Baylor College of Medicine, Houston
- Binghamton University, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
- Berkeley, University of California
- Cornell University, Institute for behavioral genetics
- Johns Hopkins University
- Loyola University Chicago, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
- Michigan State University
- Ohio State University
- Pennsylvania State University
- St. John’s University, New York
- The University of Tulsa
- University at Buffalo
- The State University of New York
- Davis, University of California
- University of California, Los Angeles
- University of Chicago Hospitals
- University of Cincinatti
- University of Colorado
- University of Denver
- University of Kentucky
- University of Maryland
- University of Maryland, College Park, MD
- University of Michigan
- University of Oklahoma
- University of South Dakota,
- University of Wisconsin-Madison
- Virginia Polytechnic Institute & and State University
- Yale University School of Medicine
- Yeshiva University, New York
Cooperation agreement with Berkeley

- Cooperation agreement between the University of Berkeley and the University of Oslo, the University of Bergen, the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (Trondheim), the University of Tromsø, the Norwegian University of Life Sciences (Ås), the University of Stavanger (2006)
  - Exchange agreement of 5 PhD or Masterstudents per year
Cooperation agreement with Berkeley

- Cooperation agreement between the University of Berkeley, Department of Sociology and University of Stavanger, Faculty of Social Science (Trond Pedersen)
  - Exchange agreement of Master and Bachelor students with normal fees
  - 21 students
Cooperation agreement with Berkeley

- Cooperation agreement between the Berkeley Senteret AS
  - Office for 2 persons/year (or 4 persons/semester)
  - 10 PhD students/researchers have used the center within the area of social science and economy
International Students

- Guided tours Downtown and in Rogaland county
  - city walk
  - bus trip
  - boat trip
  - daylong hike in mountain
  - barbeques

Note the 1000 metre drop below them!